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Welcome
Your adventure
starts here
The Cardrona Valley, nestled between
Queenstown and Wānaka, holds a
rich pioneering history shaped by
gold miners, run holders and tourism
trailblazers. Taking its cues from these
early pioneers and adventurers,
Mt Cardrona Station is also breaking
new ground. This document outlines
our vision for the station.
Set upon 400 hectares, the station will
offer sophisticated, contemporary living
in a resort-style community alongside
a world-class ski field in a spectacular
high-country setting. There has never
been anything quite like this before in
New Zealand.

We invite you to be
among the first to own a
slice of this inspiring and
breathtaking landscape.
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The Queenstown Lakes District
is an area of captivating diversity.
From the roaring waters of the Kawarau River and its exhilarating jet boating and rafting
to the desert-like landscapes of Bannockburn, where the world’s finest Pinot Noir is
crafted. The immense wilderness of Mt Aspiring National Park spans from Makarora at the
top of Lake Wānaka to the outskirts of Glenorchy at the head of Lake Wakatipu.
The bustle and excitement of Queenstown is complemented by Wānaka’s more laid-back
approach. The historic townships of Cardrona and Arrowtown safeguard the region’s
incredible gold rush history. In summer or winter, there is always an excuse to get out and
explore, and from the Cardrona Valley, everything is within easy reach.
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Wānaka 			
20-minute drive

Queenstown 			
45-minute drive

Cardrona Alpine Resort 		
20-minute drive

Arrowtown 			
30-minute drive

Treble Cone 			
50-minute drive

Valley View Lift 		
12-minute drive
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Lookout Summit
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Pringles High Point
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Lookout
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Cardrona Hotel
Cardrona Valley Road

Walking/Biking Trails
Hiking Trails
Biking Trails
Lookouts & Locations
Road

Indicative trail alignment

Mt Cardrona
Station Access

Cardrona Alpine Resort
Access Road
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Cardrona

Not since the gold rush days has
Cardrona offered such an enticing
place to live, play and stay.
The Cardrona Valley is intrinsically
linked with its gold rush and high
country farming past. However,
for locals, the Cardrona Valley
is widely known as the place
for outdoor adventures. Snow
sports in winter, mountain biking
and hiking in summer and a
spectacular drive along the Crown
Range Road at any time of year.

From gold mining to farming to
an ever-increasing permanent
population, Cardrona Valley has a
way of connecting deeply with all
who choose to call it home. As an
owner at Mt Cardrona Station, you
have the opportunity to shape the
next chapter of this extraordinary
part of New Zealand.

Past
A gold strike in the Cardrona
Valley in 1862 brought the Otago
gold rush to the district. By 1863,
300 miners called Cardrona
home as they worked the river
and nearby streams. A thriving
township of more than 1,000
people existed by the late 1870s.
As the gold—and gold fever—
waned, farming activity increased
and high country sheep stations
covered much of the Criffel Range
and Mt Cardrona sides of the
valley. The historic Cardrona Hotel
is the area’s strongest connection
with its colourful gold rush past
as well as being one of the most
popular garden bars in the district.

Present
Today, the Cardrona landscape
consists of conservation areas,
snow sports activities, hiking
tracks and Merino farming. At
any time of the year, there is an
adventure to be had. Cardrona
Alpine Resort is a mountainlovers' playground throughout
summer with lift-accessed
downhill mountain biking trails,
mountain carting and gondola
rides. Across the valley, Tuhoys
Gully provides access to the Pisa
Conservation Area for hiking and
biking trails and backcountry huts.
The Roaring Meg Pack Track is
also accessible from Tuhoys Gully,

which traverses from the Cardrona
Valley all the way to Roaring Meg
off SH6 in the Kawarau Gorge.
Come wintertime, it would be hard
to find a better place to be in the
Southern Hemisphere for snow
sports - Cardrona Alpine Resort,
Soho Basin and Snow Farm are all
yours for the taking. Not far from
Mt Cardrona Station, Cardrona
Distillery is fast establishing itself
as a world-class producer of single
malt whiskies, gin and liqueurs.

Top: The iconic
Cardrona Hotel.
Above: Cardrona
Distillery uses pure
Cardrona Valley
alpine water to
create its spirits.
Left: The downhill
mountain biking
trails.
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Opportunities to live
and stay so close to
ski fields are rare in
New Zealand.

Whatever your
preference for snow
sports, you will find
it all right here.
Mt Cardrona Station is enviably
positioned adjacent to world-class
ski field, Cardrona Alpine Resort.
Cardrona is home to 410 hectares
of skiable terrain and the Southern
Hemisphere’s most extensive
terrain park. There is always
something happening at Cardrona
Alpine Resort, and winter 2021
will see the opening of an extra
65 hectares of skiable terrain at
Willow’s Basin in the Soho Ski
Area. Further expansion into the
Soho Basin over coming years
may see Cardrona Alpine Resort
ultimately offer more than 900
hectares of terrain.

Mt Cardrona Station residents
will have excellent access to one
of the most popular ski areas in
New Zealand.
On the other side of the valley,
Snow Farm is your winter family
playground. Also founded by
Cardrona stalwarts John and
Mary Lee, Snow Farm offers 55
kilometres of cross-country skiing
to tempt first-timers or hard-core
Nordic ski enthusiasts.
Fifty minutes from Cardrona,
Treble Cone offers yet another
ski area that is easy to reach for
a day’s skiing. With Cardrona
Alpine Resort and Treble Cone
under the same ownership, season
pass and multi-day pass holders
have access to two incredible
mountains with one pass.

View from
McDougall's
lift at
Cardrona
Alpine Resort.

Introducing
Mt Cardrona Station
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MT CARDRONA STATION

An Alpine

Village

Mt Cardrona Station will be the first of its kind in
New Zealand. A spectacular high country community
offering master-planned residential living, visitor
accommodation and modern amenities.

Positioned on an elevated plateau
above the Cardrona Valley,
Mt Cardrona Station is 400
hectares of captivating high
country. Time spent on the station
offers a rare opportunity to make
the most of all that Central Otago
has to offer and then at the end
of the day, retreat to the modern
comforts of contemporary living.
There is nothing else quite like it.
Once completed, Mt Cardrona
Station will incorporate twenty
individual neighbourhoods.
Each neighbourhood will offer
a distinct way to live on the
station and provide a range of
options for permanent residential

and holiday accommodation.
Careful consideration has been
given to master-planning to
ensure dwellings, infrastructure
and landscaping are integrated
and uncluttered. Connection to
views, open spaces and natural
vegetation is central to the
design ethos.

Architecturally
designed buildings
will sit respectfully
within the dramatic
Central Otago
landscape, making
Mt Cardrona Station
a showcase for
urban-rural living.
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MT CARDRONA STATION
ROAD

Every aspect of Mt Cardrona
Station is influenced by its
extraordinary surrounds. Homes
in the village are intended to sit
easily within the dramatic tussock
and matagouri-covered plateaus.
Architectural design references
the significant heritage and
natural contours of the location,
and it is for this reason
Mt Cardrona Station is expected
to become a showcase for urbanrural living.

PADDOCK
HOMESTEAD AND
ADVENTURE CENTRE

Designed to maximise privacy and the views
over the valley from its plateau position.

Strong guidelines for architectural
and landscape design provide a
way to connect the built form with
its dramatic natural setting.

TENNIS
COURT

unashamedly

contemporary

Design guidelines provide
an overarching vision for
Mt Cardrona Station while still
providing scope for individual
interpretation. The historical
precedents of early miners’
cottages and simple farmhouses
which once dotted the landscape
provide inspiration, as does
a desire for an unashamedly
contemporary design ethos and
highest-quality modern elements
and materials.
Some neighbourhoods will
offer house and land packages
featuring the design work
of award-winning Leuschke
Group Architects. Other
neighbourhoods are available
as land only and provide
opportunity for owners to work
with a blank template and
architect of choice. A distinctive
attribute of Mt Cardrona Station
will be the way in which built
forms offer visual interest and
variability as well as consistency.

Built forms and materials avoid the
urban appearance. Inspiration is drawn
from the beauty of the Southern Lakes,
an area revered around the globe.
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roam

Your home to

Four hundred hectares of high country
and 30 kilometres of managed trails are
accessible for all residents, all year-round.

Set on one of the most
spectacular hillside locations in
the Cardrona Valley, Mt Cardrona
Station provides easy access
to an adventurous lifestyle. The
access road to Cardrona Alpine
Resort borders Mt Cardrona
Station, and close by Soho Basin
and Snow Farm offer even more
snow sports options.
Within the 400-hectare station
itself, 30 kilometres of tracks and
trails wind their way through the
terrain. Open for walking, hiking

and mountain biking of all levels,
the trail network will open up this
incredible area which, for many
decades, has been private land.
Gentle loop tracks close to
the village are designed for
beginners and families, and for
the more adventurous, higher
routes give access to old farm
tracks and water races used for
steeper bike-only tracks. Dual
tracks in the higher sections
will keep downhill bikers away
from those using the tracks

for walking. Tracks range from
short half-hour walks to longer
adventures by bike or on foot
making this an incredible addition
to life on the station.
The creation of this premium
network of trails within
Mt Cardrona Station delivers
yet another asset to the Cardrona
Valley’s lineup of exhilarating
outdoor adventures.

Cardrona Peak

MT CARDRONA STATION

MT CARDRONA STATION
Cardrona Alpine
Resort

Mt Cardrona Station

trail map

Top of the Station

Pringles High Point
790m

Lookout Summit
840m

Past owners have
treasured and protected
this remarkable location.
As a resident at
Mt Cardrona Station, we
invite you to share in the
guardianship of this land,
its history and ecology.

Escarpment Lookout
650m

Cardrona Hotel
Cardrona Valley Road

Cardrona Alpine
Resort Access Road

Mt Cardrona
Station Access

Connect with an area rich with pioneering
history and a diverse natural landscape.
Explore it all with hiking, biking and on the snow.

Respected

MT CARDRONA STATION
Walking/Biking Trails
Hiking Trails

and guarded

Biking Trails
Lookouts & Locations
Road

Indicative trail alignment

Throughout the Cardrona Valley,
protected historical sites remain
as a record of early pioneering
days, including many within
the bounds of Mt Cardrona
Station. Walter Little water race
once carried water to a gold
mining dredge in the Cardrona
riverbed and today is a record of
nineteenth-century engineering.
Mt Cardrona Station is committed
to kaitiakitanga as a guiding
principle of care for the area’s
precious land, rivers and identity
now and for future generations.

MT CARDRONA STATION

living

Resort-Style
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A master-planned village
sets Mt Cardrona Station
apart from anything else of
its kind. Here, thoughtfully
designed places to meet,
eat, drink and play foster a
strong sense of community.

The Homestead
Situated within the central hub of the village,
The Homestead is the heart of Mt Cardrona
Station. Sitting idyllically above the tarn,
The Homestead features all-day dining,
indoor and outdoor spaces and is a perfect
place to host celebrations and gatherings.
Shared workspaces and meeting rooms
provide easy connectivity designed with
remote workers in mind. Set alongside a
picturesque tarn, the building offers a frontrow position for outstanding views over the
plateau and the valley beyond.

MT CARDRONA STATION

Your
Basecamp
The Adventure
Centre

Above: Relax in
the hot pools.
Right: Unwind
with yoga in the
workout space.
Below: Explore
the surrounding
trails by bike.

To get you primed
and ready for all
the Cardrona Valley
has to offer, The
Adventure Centre
is where you go to
kickstart your day and
explore the station
and beyond.

The Station Club
As a member of The
Station Club, owners
have access to exclusive
benefits and preferential
use at Mt Cardrona
Station’s facilities.
More than just a place to live or
visit, the vision for Mt Cardrona
Station is to establish a village
community. You’ll have exclusive
access to The Club Room – a
place for owners to connect
après ski or bike with year-round
activities for all ages, whether
that be a game of pool or table
tennis or getting together for
movie or quiz nights. The Station
Club provides a way for owners
to connect and create more
opportunities for adventures.
Exclusive membership benefits
at Mt Cardrona Station include
complimentary access to managed
station facilities, preferential
use of workspaces and meeting
rooms, as well as members' rates
on village services.

The Adventure Centre, also
located in the central village,
is your base for indoor and
outdoor recreation. The facility
features a gym and workout
spaces, outdoor hot pools and
swimming pool, and within
the broader village zone, a
tennis court and playground.
Designed to fuel your thirst
for adventures, The Adventure
Centre also features a bike and
ski workshop and pick up point
for ski area transfers.
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Release 1

WALTER LITTLE

LITTLE MEG

Walter Little

Pioneer

~800sqm sites
Land only

250-420sqm sites
House and land

Offering the largest lot size available and enviable
views, Walter Little should be considered a premium
neighbourhood of Mt Cardrona Station. The
neighbourhood’s elevated position in the station’s
northern precinct ensures stunning views of the
Mt Cardrona Range. Lots are sold as land only, and
with a minimum land size of 800sqm, Walter Little
is an ideal place to create your modern, rural dream.
There will be only a few of these exceptional lots
available across the whole development.

The neighbourhood of Pioneer sits on the doorstep
of the central village facilities, facing north across
village open spaces. Sales at Pioneer will consist
of house and land packages, designed by award
winning Leuschke Group Architects. Premium park
frontage lots provide for 3-4 bedroom homes with
1-2 living areas and garage. Smaller lots are designed
for 3 bedroom homes with 2 bathrooms and come
with or without a garage.

PIONEER

Lots range in size from 250sqm to 420sqm and
will appeal to anyone looking to enjoy living space
without the upkeep of a large property.

Little Meg
350-550sqm sites
Land only

THE RIDGES

Little Meg is one of Mt Cardrona Station’s centrallylocated neighbourhoods. For anyone who loves the
idea of a village and facilities just a few minutes’
walk away, this is the best of both worlds—ruralstyle living with resort-style amenities. The premium
lots face north onto the park providing a lovely rural
urban outlook. Lots range in size from 350sqm to
550sqm and are offered for purchase as land only.

The Ridges
280-570sqm sites
Land only
Enhanced with green spaces, landscaped walkways
and elevated sites, The Ridges is a showcase of
modern rural living.
Life at The Ridges will feel anything but remote thanks
to its location just a short stroll from The Homestead,
the community heart of Mt Cardrona Station.

Indicative illustration images only

Lots within The Ridges range from 280 - 570 square
metres, are available as land-only, and come with the
unique option to adopt one of three stunning house
and landscape design concepts. Those choosing this
option will begin with a pre-approved concept plan
as a starting point.

MT CARDRONA STATION

When you’re not using
your home, let us
make work for you.

When you’re not
using your home,
let us make it
work for you.

Mt Cardrona Station
Development Roadmap
To ensure consideration is given
to market demands and building
capacity, Mt Cardrona Station will
be developed in stages.

the neighbourhood of Walter Little, offering
the station’s premium, low-density lots. Also in
Stage 1 is the release of Little Meg and Pioneer
neighbourhoods, offering medium and lower density
lots, respectively, all within close proximity to the
village facilities.

Construction will commence on the Adventure
Centre upon confirmed sales of thirty Stage 1 lots.
Establishment of The Adventure Centre, as well as
tracks and trails at the early stages of development,
will build the community atmosphere for those
who have chosen to move early. And there is much
more to look forward to, with additional facilities
and services planned as Stage 1 development
progresses.

Future stages will see the release of more
neighbourhoods in Mt Cardrona Station and may be
a mix of low, medium and high density lots geared
to both the residential and visitor accommodation
markets depending on demand.

The first stage of development will see the release
of the central and northern areas of Mt Cardrona
Station. Within Stage 1, the first release includes

Mt Cardrona Station Resort will
make village life easy for you with
on-site accommodation management
services and a property management
service available.

STAGE 1

When you can’t be there, we can ensure
everything runs smoothly. This includes
coordinating property maintenance, ensuring
station rates with preferred vendors and assisting
service providers in accessing your property.

CONSTRUCTION
COMMENCEMENT

LOTS

CUMULATIVE
LOTS

AMENITIES

Release 1: 2022

49

49

The Adventure Centre facilities
- Gym & workout spaces
- Hot pools
- The Club Room
15km of biking and hiking trails

Release 2: 2023

48

97

The Homestead
- Café & Restaurant
- Shared workspace hub & meeting rooms
Swimming pool
Tennis court
Additional 15km of biking and hiking trails
Kids playground

Release 3: 2024

60

157

2025-2030

280

437

Resort services include managing short and long
stay accommodation, finding guests to suit your
home and handling the entire process. Our zoning
rules ensure there are no rules for how often you’d
like to use your home. Just let us know when you
won’t be there, and we can take care of the rest.
Charges and terms apply.

FUTURE
STAGES

For planning purposes, the following development
stages have been identified on the basis of
perceived market demand, cost-effective staging
and, balanced infrastructure costs and operational
requirements. Flexibility is incorporated into the
development of each stage to allow for changing
accommodation types to meet market demand.

* Amenities deliverable 6 months following the release of titles
* Indicative release dates and lot numbers

Bike & Ski workshops
Ski transfers
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